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A theory to describe basic characterization of ion temperature gradient driven turbulence with
strong trapped ion resonance is presented. The role of trapped ion granulations, clusters of trapped
ions correlated by precession resonance, is the focus. Microscopically, the presence of trapped ion
granulations leads to a sharp (logarithmic) divergence of two point phase space density correlation
at small scales. Macroscopically, trapped ion granulations excite potential fluctuations that do not
satisfy dispersion relation and so broaden frequency spectrum. The line width from emission due
only to trapped ion granulations is calculated. The result shows that the line width depends on ion
free energy and electron dissipation, which implies that non-adiabatic electrons are essential to
recover non-trivial dynamics of trapped ion granulations. Relevant testable predictions are summar-
ized.VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4897179]

I. INTRODUCTION

As plasmas of interest—astrophysical, space, and labo-
ratory (in particular fusion) plasmas—are often collisionless,
resonance between waves and particles plays a key role in
understanding dynamics of turbulent plasmas. Indeed, reso-
nance between waves and particles is the classic problem in
plasma physics, and considerable works have been per-
formed and are still on-going. At the simplest level, reso-
nance can trigger instabilities, such as the bump-on-tail
instability and current driven ion acoustic waves. At the non-
linear stage, as turbulent amplitude increases, an increasing
number of resonant particles are trapped in waves. In this
case, the system shows rich nonlinear behavior, such as the
formation of BGK vortices,1 phase space density holes,2–6

pairs of clumps and holes,7–13 and phase space density gran-
ulations.14–17 More recently, state-of-the-art numerical
scheme and computational power were applied to study sim-
plified models, such as bump-on-tail18 and ion-acoustic tur-
bulence.19 The numerical studies have unambiguously
identified that in addition to waves, phase space structures
that arise from the electrostatic trapping of particles lead to
nonlinear instability, convective transport, and anomalous
resistivity.

Resonance between waves and particles is important for
fusion plasmas as well. In tokamak plasmas, particles
trapped in magnetic mirrors, or “bananas,” precess in toroi-
dal direction and can resonate with waves.20 Since the toroi-
dal precession is essentially 1D motion, we expect that
resonance can be strong enough to produce correlated reso-
nating trapped particles, called granulations.21,22 For exam-
ple, in trapped ion turbulence,20,23,24 granulations are

predicted to form due to trapped ion precession resonance.22

Once formed, trapped ion granulations behave as macro-
particles and transport ion free energy via dynamical friction
with electrons (Fig. 1). The flux is much similar to that in
Fokker-Planck theory15,17,22,25 and is in marked contrast to
the conventional quasilinear picture that models transport
flux via a diffusive flux. More recently, theory was extended
to include coupling between trapped ion granulations and
shear flows.26–28 While so far studies on trapped ion granula-
tions are theoretically oriented, recent developments in com-
putational study allow direct numerical simulation of kinetic
models for trapped ion turbulence,29–31 and a verification
study is about to begin. However, before starting detailed
comparisons, it is useful and necessary to obtain a basic
characterization of turbulence with trapped ion granulations.
For example, former theory does not treat trapped ion

FIG. 1. Schematic view of trapped ion granulations and transport driven by
them. Precessing trapped ions resonate with waves and can form a group of
correlated resonant bananas. The “bunch of bananas” is dragged from out-
going electrons and leads to release of free energy in ions.a)Electronic mail: kosuga@riam.kyushu-u.ac.jp
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granulation correlation function at steady state or estimate
the line width of the frequency spectrum. These are typical
effects that granulations give rise to16,21 and can be easily
tested.

In this paper, we present a theory to describe basic char-
acteristics of trapped ion granulations, such as basic scales,
sharp correlation of phase space density fluctuation at small
scales, and broadening of the linewidth (see Fig. 2 for flow-
chart). At a microscopic level, trapped ion granulations are
characterized by the two point phase space density correla-
tion, which is referred to as “phasestrophy.”32 The evolution
equation for phasestrophy is derived. Phasestrophy evolution
is determined by (i) the production of turbulent fluctuation
correlation by dynamical friction and (ii) nonlinear disper-
sion due to E!B scattering and difference in toroidal pre-
cession speed (Fig. 6). The balance between the two
processes leads to a steady state. At the stationary state, the
phasestrophy of trapped ions increases logarithmically as the
two points in phase space approach. This increase cannot be
reproduced from quasilinear estimate, as the quasilinear
theory predicts hdf "1#df "2#i / scDhf i02, which is finite as
1 ! 2. Here, D is the diffusion coefficient of phase space
turbulent flux. Thus, the deviation of phasestrophy from qua-
silinear level is an indication of the formation of trapped ion
granulations. Note that this feature can be tested in numerical
experiments. We then derive macroscopic implication by
taking energy moment. At the macroscopic level, the station-
ary state is schematically described in Fig. 7. In this state,
granulations extract free energy via dynamical friction and
emit waves via Cerenkov emission, which are in turn
absorbed in the plasma by the total dissipation. In this state,
the fluctuation spectrum contains emissions from granula-
tions, in addition to normal modes. Hence, granulations tend
to broaden the spectrum. The degree of spectrum broadening
is estimated from the spectrum balance equation.

The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. In
Sec. II, we formulate the dynamics of trapped ion granula-
tions by calculating the evolution of the two point phase
space density correlation. In Sec. III, the spectrum balance

equation is derived by integrating the two point phase space
density correlation over energy. We discuss the form of the
frequency spectrum in the presence of trapped ion granula-
tions. Section IV contains conclusion and discussion.
Testable predictions are summarized in Table I.

II. EVOLUTION OF TWO POINT PHASE SPACE
DENSITY CORRELATION

The dynamics of trapped ion turbulence are described
by a simplified model (bounce kinetic equation) by exploit-
ing the difference in time scales.29–31 As the frequency range
of interest is xci, xti, xbi $ x%xDi (xci is the ion cyclotron
frequency, xti is the transit frequency of passing ions, xbi is
the bounce frequency of ions trapped in magnetic mirror, x
is the frequency of interest, and xDi is the precession fre-
quency), the fast gyro and bounce motions are averaged out.
This yields the bounce averaged kinetic equation for trapped
ions

@tfi & vDi !E@yfi &
c

B
ẑ !r/ 'rfi ( 0: (1)

Here, !E ) E=Ti is the normalized energy. The equation is
arguably the simplest model that captures kinetic effects
(resonance dynamics) on the spatial E!B convection. Note
that this follows from the fact that the parallel acceleration
term is annihilated by the bounce average. Thus, the energy
is not scattered in this model, which allows us to focus on
spatial E!B mixing, along with the effect of resonance from
precession motion. Electrons are assumed to be dissipative,
thus ne=n0 ( "1* idcol#"e/=Te#, where dcol is the phase shift
due to collisions. The set of equations is made self-consistent
via the quasi-neutrality condition

ne ( * e/
Ti

&
!!!!!!!
2!0

p 2!!!
p

p 2pTi
mi

" #3=2 $ !!!!
!E

p
d !Efi & q2r2

?
e/
Te

:

(2)

Here, the first term in the right hand side is from passing
ions, the second term is from trapped ions, and the last term
includes polarization charge both from classical and neo-
classical effects,33 q2 ( q2s "1& 1:6q2=

!!!!
!0

p #.
Although the simplicity of the model is one of the rea-

son why we focus on trapped ion turbulence, we also note
that trapped ion turbulence can be important for transport dy-
namics in toroidal plasmas. This is since trapped ion turbu-
lence can drive transport which is unique compared to that
driven by other micro-turbulence. Since trapped ion mode is
characterized by long wave length and long coherence
time,20 it is quite likely that structures, such as convective
cells24 or granulations,16,22 may form in trapped ion turbu-
lence. For example, once formed, granulations drive trans-
port, which is not determined by conventional quasilinear
flux, but by Lenard-Balescu flux with dynamical friction.22,25

Thus, transport by trapped ion turbulence has quite different
character from that driven by other micro-turbulence. We
also note that zonal flows are also important in trapped ion
turbulence dynamics with granulations, since trapped ion

FIG. 2. A flowchart for the structure of the paper. At the microscopic level,
the dynamics of trapped ion granulations are formulated by the evolution of
two point phase space density correlation. The energy integral yields macro-
scopic implications, such as spectrum balance equation and frequency line
width.
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granulations may scatter polarization charge and generate
zonal flows.27

In order to elaborate the unique feature of trapped ion
turbulence, here we compare typical time scales of interest,
the auto-correlation time of spectra sac % jdxk=dkh
*xk=khj*1Dk*1

h , and the “circulation” time of resonating
trapped ions scirc% (xdiDE)

*1. Here, Dkh is the width of
wave number spectra, DE% 1/(scxdi) is the resonance width,
and sc is the turbulence correlation time. Note that scirc% sc,
thus the circulation time of resonating particles is given by
E!B circulation time. In trapped ion turbulence, the condi-
tion sac ! scirc is easily satisfied, since modes are peaked at
long wave length (xk < xbi () khqi < !0=q) and thus
sac ( ""1& k2?q

2#2=2k2hq2#"kh=Dkh#"
!!!!!!!
2!0

p
x+#*1 can be

long, even for broad spectra Dkh/kh%O(1). In this case, the
cluster of resonant particles within the energy width DE% 1/
(scxdi), called trapped ion granulations, causes irreversible
mixing and determines turbulence dynamics. We are inter-
ested in this situation and shall discuss how trapped ion gran-
ulations impact turbulence dynamics in the following. See
Fig. 3 for parameter regime of interest.

Turbulence resonance dynamics for K ! O(1) are illus-
trated by considering wave packet dynamics for different
Kubo numbers. Here, we use a model spectrum

/"x; y; t# ( Re
X

k

/ke
ikxx&ikyy*ixkt; (3)

/k ( /0 exp * kx * kx0" #2

2Dk2x
*

ky * ky0" #2

2Dk2y

" #

: (4)

Using the dispersion relation for trapped ion modes, expand-
ing the phase around (kx0, ky0) and integrating over k yield

/̂ ( *cos kx0x& ky0y* xk0 t" #exp *Dk2x
2

x* @xk0

@kx0
t

" #2
"

*
Dk2y
2

y* @xk0

@ky0
t

" #2
#
: (5)

Here, the potential is normalized to be *1 at t( 0 and
(x, y)( (0, 0). Noting that kx0ky0< 0 for @xk0=@kx0 > 0 and

assuming for simplicity that jkx0j % jky0j % k0; Dkx % Dky
% k0 and jxk0 j % s*1

circ, we have

/̂ ( *cos *k0x& k0y&
t

scirc

" #
exp * 1

2
k0x*

1

K

t

scirc

" #2
"

* 1

2
k0y&

t

scirc
& 1

K

t

scirc

" #2
#

: (6)

Here, K ( ""1& k2?0q
2#2=2k2y0q2#"ky0=Dky#"

!!!!!!!
2!0

p
x+scirc#*1

is the Kubo number. /̂ is plotted in Figs. 4 and 5. In the both
figures, x and y are normalized by k0 and t is normalized by
scirc. Fig. 4 is the initial pattern of the wave packet and Fig. 5
depicts dynamics of the wave packet and unperturbed orbit of
a resonant particle for different Kubo numbers. For K( 0.4,
the wave packet and the resonant particle decorrelate. On the
other hand, for K( 4, the wave packet is rather coherent and
the resonance persists. In this case, it is quite likely that ini-
tially resonating particles are correlated and their trajectory
starts deforming and producing E!B Eddy’s.

Here, as a caveat, we note that in addition to the preces-
sion resonance, the bounce resonance x%xbi may be impor-
tant.34–36 When the bounce resonance occurs, the resonance
would possibly scatter weakly trapped particles and slow
them down. Then, the bounce resonance would produce
more deeply trapped particles, which can lead to the forma-
tion of granulations.

The dynamics of trapped ion turbulence with granula-
tions are described by two point phase space density correla-
tion,16,22 or phasestrophy32

@thdf "1#df "2#i& T"1; 2# ( P"1; 2#: (7)

Here, 1 and 2 denotes two different points in phase space,
(x1, y1, E1) and (x2, y2, E2). h…i denotes an ensemble aver-
age, which is technically evaluated by the average over the
center of mass spatial coordinate, x& ) "x1 & x2#=2. T(1, 2)
and P(1, 2) are given by

T 1; 2" # ( vDi !E1
@

@y1
hdf 1" #df 2" #i

& hdf 2" #evE!B 1" # 'r1df 1" #i& 1 $ 2" #; (8)

FIG. 3. A schematic view for parameter space of interest.32 Here, K) sac/
scirc is the Kubo number and S ) DE=jEn&1

res * En
resj is the Chirikov parame-

ter. En
res is the n-th resonance. We are interested in K! 1 and S ! 1. FIG. 4. Initial potential contour produced by Eq. (6).
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P"1; 2# ( *hevE!B;x"1#df "2#ihfi"1#i0 & "1 $ 2#; (9)

where (1$ 2) denotes the term with the argument
exchanged. T(1, 2) describes the decorrelation process
due to the difference in the precession speeds and non-
linear E!B mixing. P(1, 2) is the production term
for turbulent fluctuation. Specific forms for T(1, 2) and
P(1, 2) are calculated in the following. We note that a
similar analysis was performed before, using ballooning
formalism.22 In contrast, here we simply Fourier analyze
in (x, y).

A. Closure of the triplet term and extraction of the
lifetime of the correlation

T(1, 2) describes mixing process by turbulent E!B
scattering and precession at different speeds (Fig. 6). T(1, 2)
requires closure calculation for the triplet nonlinearity. The
closure calculation16,32 can be implemented by calculating
phase coherent response of the two point correlation function
to E!B velocity, i.e.,

df "2#evE!B"1# ' r1df "1# ,r1 ' "ev"1#"dfi"1#dfi"2##c#; (10)

where (dfi(1) dfi(2))
c in Fourier component is given by

"dfi"1#dfi"2##ckx ( *R"1#evkxeik'x1 'r1hdfi"1#dfi"2#i
*R"2#evkxeik'x2 'r2hdfi"1#dfi"2#i: (11)

Here, R"1; 2# ( i="x* xDi
!E1;2 & i=sc# is the propagator

and sc is the turbulence correlation time. Then, the triplet
term reduces to

hevE!B"1#df "1#df "2#i , *D11 ' r1hdf "1#df "2#i
* D12 ' r2hdf "1#df "2#i: (12)

Here, D11 (
P

kxR"1#hevE!BevE!Bikx and D12 (
P

kxR"2#
hevE!BevE!Bikxe*ik'"x1*x2#. Writing in terms of the relative
coordinate, x*( x1* x2 and E*(E1*E2, the total mixing
term is given by

FIG. 5. Dynamics of the wave packet (Eq. (6)) and resonant particles. The arrows indicate unperturbed trajectory of the resonant particles, initially located at
(0, 0). For K( 0.4, the wave packet and the resonant particle decorrelate. For K( 4, the wave packet and the resonant particle maintain resonance. In this case,
the formation of trapped ion granulations is quite likely.

FIG. 6. A cartoon for decorrelation process.28 Two correlated bananas are
decorrelated by (i) turbulent E!B diffusion and (ii) precession motion at
different speeds. The synergy of the processes determines effective lifetime
of the correlation.
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T 1; 2" # ( vDi !E*
@

@y*
hdf 1" #df 2" #i

* $* ' D* ' $*hdf 1" #df 2" #i: (13)

Here, D* ) D11&D22*D12*D21 is the strength of the rela-
tive dispersion. Note that for large separation, D* asymptotes
to 2D?, where D?(D11(D22 is the usual perpendicular diffu-
sion coefficient by turbulent E!B advection. On the other
hand, at small separation D*,"k0 'x*#2D?, where "k0 ' x*#2
) j

P
kx"k ' x*#2RhevE!BevE!Bikxj=j

P
kxRhevE!BevE!Bikxj is

the spectral averaged mean wave number. Then, the relative
dispersion accelerates as the distance between two points
increases. We are interested in the latter regime, as we are inter-
ested in the dynamics of correlated resonant particles, which
are confined within the typical scales of waves, i.e.,
k0 ' x* < 1. Finally, we assume, for simplicity, that the under-
lying turbulence is isotropic kx,0% ky,0% k0 and that cross diffu-
sion is small. Then, the total mixing term becomes

T 1; 2" # ( vDi !E*
@

@y*
hdf 1" #df 2" #i

* @

@x*
k20D? x2* & y2*

% & @

@x*

"

& @

@y*
k20D? x2* & y2*

% & @

@y*

#
hdf 1" #df 2" #i: (14)

Thus, relative dispersion is now determined by the nonlinear
E!B diffusion and precession at different speeds.

The lifetime of correlation is extracted by exploiting the
evolution of statistical moments as follows. Here, the statisti-
cal moments are defined as hh…ii )

'
dx*dy*dE*"…#F='

dx*dy*dE*F, where F(t, x*, y*, E*) is a probability den-
sity function for relative separation and evolves as

@tF& vDi !E*
@

@y*
F* @

@x*
k20D? x2* & y2*

% & @

@x*

"

& @

@y*
k20D? x2* & y2*

% & @

@y*

#
F ( 0: (15)

Evolution of relevant moments is

@thhx2*ii ( 6k20D?hhx2*ii& 2D?k
2
0hhy

2
*ii; (16)

@thhy2*ii ( 2vDihh !E*y*ii& 2k20D?hhx2*ii& 6D?k
2
0hhy

2
*ii;
(17)

@thh !E*y*ii ( vDihh !E
2
*ii& 2D?k

2
0hh !E*y*ii; (18)

@thh !E
2
*ii ( 0: (19)

The set of equations is solved for initial separation x*, y*,
E*. The time asymptotic solution is given by

hhx2*ii& hhy2*ii, et=sc x2* & y2* &8scvDi !E*y*
3

&8s2cv
2
Di
!E
2
*

3

" #
:

(20)

Here, sc ) "8k20D?#*1. The two points are decorrelated
when the relative separation becomes comparable to a typi-
cal scale of the field, hhx2*ii& hhy2*ii % k*2

0 . Then, the life-
time of the correlation (a clump of trapped ions) is

scl ( scln k20x
2
* & k20y

2
* & 8k20scvDi !E*y*

3
& 8s2ck

2
0v

2
Di
!E
2
*

3

( )*1

:

(21)

Equation (21) is the major product after the closure calcula-
tion, T"1; 2# , s*1

cl hdf "1#df "2#i. It describes the lifetime of
correlated two particles in phase space due to turbulent
E!B mixing and the difference in precession speeds. Note
that if ions are cold and do not precess, then the expression
reduces to the lifetime due to E!B mixing only. When ions
are hotter and precession becomes important for turbulence
dynamics, i.e., k0vDi=s*1

c "1, dependence on energy becomes
appreciable. We also note that the expression is valid only
for the argument of the logarithm is smaller than unity, i.e.,

k20x
2
* & k20y

2
* & 8k20scvDi !E*y*

3
& 8s2ck

2
0v

2
Di
!E
2
*

3
< 1: (22)

The relation gives the maximum upper bound for the energy dif-

ference of two point correlation !E< < !E* < !E>, where !Ef>;<g

(*y*="2scvDi#6"
!!!
3

p !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1*k20x

2
**k20y

2
*=3#

p
="2

!!!
2

p
sck0jvdij##.

The cutoff gives a basic scale in energy space,

D !E%"sck0vDi#*1. Physically, the scale corresponds to the width
of the broadened resonance. Particles within DEmaintain corre-
lation and drive transport.

B. Production term due to granulations

P(1, 2) is the production term for phasestrophy. P(1, 2)
with granulations can be calculated by setting
df ( df c & edf .16,22,32 Here, dfc is the coherent response to
fluctuating potential and df c / Re/. edf is the incoherent part.
Physically, edf arises due to the formation of phase space
density granulations. In trapped ion turbulence, edf describes
the population of trapped ions correlated by precession reso-
nance. The incoherent part is the analogue of particle dis-
creteness in the test particle model for plasmas close to
thermodynamic equilibrium. Following the analogy to the
test particle model, we can show that total flux with the

FIG. 7. A schematic view of the balanced state. Trapped ion granulations
access free energy via dynamical friction on electrons. Granulations produce
“attached” wakes, via Cerenkov emission, which do not satisfy the disper-
sion relation. Waves in turn are absorbed in plasmas via total dissipation /
Imv. The balance among these processes leads to a steady state, which is
described by Eq. (37).
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incoherent contribution is determined, not by quasilinear
diffusive flux but by Fokker-Planck flux with dynamical fric-
tion15,25 hevxdf i ( *Dhf i0 ! *Dhf i0 & Fhf i. Here, the diffu-
sive flux arises from the coherent response and the
dynamical friction is due to the incoherent contribution.

A specific form for production term is calculated for
trapped ion turbulence. In order to elucidate the role of gran-
ulations in microscopic dynamics, here we assume that
eigenmodes are oversaturated and fluctuations are supported
from the emission from granulations. In this case, the quasi-
neutrality condition gives

ee/kx

Te
( 1

v k;x" #
8p

!!!!
!0

p
v3thi

$ !!!!
!E

p
d !E edf i;kx ( 1

v k;x" #
fdni;kx
n0

:

(23)

Here, v(k, x) is susceptibility. Specific form of v(k, x) for
linear response is given in the Appendix. Substituting the
potential for the production term, we have

P 1; 2" #

( Re
X

kx

k2hq
2
s c

2
s Rkx 2" #

*"
ee/
Te

#2+

kx
e*ik'x*hfii0 1" #hfii0 2" #

*
X

kx

khqscs
Imvi

jv k;x" #j2

*fdni
n0

edf i 2" #
+

kx
eik'x*hfii0 1" #

&
X

kx

khqscs
Imve

jv k;x" #j2

*fdni
n0

edf i 2" #
+

kx
eik'x*hfii0 1" #

& 1 $ 2" #: (24)

The first term is the production due to the diffusive flux,
/ D?hf i02. The second term is from dynamical friction
exerted on ions. Note that the first and second terms cancel22

upon substituting the resonance delta function for propagator
ReR(pd"x*xDi

!E#, the ballistic spectrum h edf i"1# edf i"2#ikx
,h edf i"1# edf i"2#ik2pd"x*xDi

!E&#, and the linear suscepti-
bility for Imvi. The cancellation is ensured by the 1D reso-
nance structure and we note that any modification to the
resonance function, such as the shear flow Doppler reso-
nance, can weaken or eliminate the cancellation.27 However,
for simplicity, we assume that cancellation occurs here. The
third term is due to dynamical fiction exerted on electrons
(Fig. 1). In this process, the free energy stored in ions is
released via trapped ion granulations dragged by electrons.
The process arises as a consequence of charge balance con-
straint on relaxation. Dissipation by electrons is required to
trigger the free energy release through this channel. The pro-
duction term is further simplified by using the pole approxi-
mation, 1=jv"k;x#j2 ,1=""@v=@xk#2"x*xk#2& jImvj2#,
where xk is the root of Rev(x, k)(0, and by integrating
over x to obtain

P 1; 2" # ,
X

k

khqscsImve
j@v=@xkjjImvj

*fdni
n0

edf i 2" #
+

k

! pd xk * xDi
!E2" #eik'x*hfii0 1" # & 1 $ 2" #: (25)

In the limit 1! 2, P(1, 2) is finite and is given by

lim1!2P 1; 2" #

) P !E&
% &

(
X

k

2ImviImve
j@v=@xkjjImvj

d !E& * !E
res
k

% &

8pv3thi
!!!!
!0

p !!!!!!!!
!E
res
k

q

!
*fdni

n0
edf i !E

res
k

% &+

k

; (26)

where !E
res
k ) jxk=xDij is the resonant energy. Here, linear

response for Imvi was used to write P in compact form.
Finally, we note that the production process is tied to release
of free energy and describes transport process. The associate
transport flux can be extracted from the production term and
is given by

F ( *
X

k

khqscsImve
j@v=@xkjjImvj

fdni
n0

edf i

* +

k

pd xk * xDi
!E2" #:

(27)

Thus, within the approximation used above, transport pro-
cess by trapped ion granulations is determined by dynamical
friction on electrons.22 (See Fig. 1 for schematics.) Electron
dissipation is important to access the free energy via dynami-
cal friction, as manifested its dependence via Imve / "*1

e .

C. Phase space density correlation at stationary state

Summarizing the results obtained so far, we have pha-
sestrophy evolution as

@thdf "1#df "2#i& s*1
cl hdf "1#df "2#i ( P"1; 2#: (28)

s*1
cl is given by Eq. (21) and describes the lifetime of the cor-
relation by mixing due to E!B scattering and toroidal pre-
cession at different speeds. P(1, 2) acts as source for
phasestrophy. Specific form for P(1, 2) was given by Eq.
(26), which describes source arising from free energy release
by trapped ion granulations via dynamical friction on elec-
trons. The two processes balance one another at stationary
state. At the stationary state, we have

hdfi"1#dfi"2#i , scl"x*; y*;E*#P"1; 2#: (29)

We note that phasestrophy includes both coherent and inco-
herent parts. Subtracting hdf ci df ci i and hdf c edf i from the total
phasestrophy gives phasestrophy due to incoherent part.
Since37 hdf ci df ci i ( 2scD and hdf c edf i ( scF , where D is the
production due to diffusive flux and F is the production due
to dynamical friction, the correlation of incoherent part is
given by

hfdfi"1#fdfi"2#i , "scl"x*; y*;E*# * sc#P"1; 2#: (30)

Equation (30) describes the correlation of two resonant par-
ticles in two phase space points. Importantly, Eq. (30) implies
that at small scales the correlation sharply (logarithmically)
increases. This can be seen by taking the limit 1 ! 2, where
scl increases logarithmically while P(1, 2) is finite. The sharp
increase should be contrasted to behavior of the correlation
for coherent response, hdf ci df ci i ( 2scD / scD?hf i02, which
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is finite as 1! 2. Thus, the presence of granulations increases
small scale correlation to the level above that is predicted by
quasilinear theory. This feature may be tested in numerical
experiment. We note that similar procedure has been imple-
mented before.38–40 Revisiting similar numerical experiment
with continuum code of today merits further study.

Sharp increase of two point phase space density correlation
is not an artifact of assumptions made in the analysis. The
assumptions lead to the specific form of divergence, i.e., loga-
rithmic divergence, as presented above. In order to elaborate
the point, here we discuss another derivation of sharp increase
of the correlation at small scales. Note that the derivation pre-
sented here does not involve triplet closure or solving differen-
tial moment equation as presented in the paper. Rather, it is
based on small scale singularity of two point evolution in colli-
sionless limit. By taking the limit 1 ! 2 of two point evolution
equation of phasestrophy, the mixing term (the left hand side) is
zero up to collisions. By retaining small but finite collisions, we
have T"1; 2# ! *hdf "1#C"df "2##i , "hdf "1#df "2#i. Since

P(1, 2) is finite in this limit, we have steady solution for phases-
trophy as hdf "1#df "2#i % "*1P. Thus at small scales, the cor-
relation becomes large for small ". Physically, the sharp
correlation indicates formation of singular structures at small
scales. In broader context, examples of such structure include
caviton in Langmuir turbulence,41 clumps in resistive drift
wave turbulence,42 granulations in 1D plasmas,16 etc. In this
model, singular structures are trapped ion granulations, clusters
of resonating trapped ions.

III. SPECTRUM BALANCE EQUATION AND ITS
IMPLICATION

So far, we have discussed the dynamics of trapped ion
granulations in phase space and derived the correlation for
incoherent fluctuation at steady state. Here, we discuss its
macroscopic implication by integrating over energy and by
deriving the spectrum balance equation (Eq. (36)).
Integrating Eq. (30) over energy gives

*fdni 1" #
n0

fdni 2" #
n0

+
, 64p2!0v6thi

$ !E>

* !E<

scl x*; y*;E*" # * sc" #d !E*

$1

0

d !E& !E&P !E&
% &

(
8p

!!!!
!0

p
v3thi

!!!
6

p
!!!
e

p
jvDijk0

!!!!!!!!!!!!
1* l2

p
* jljcos*1jlj

, -X

k

2ImviImve
j@v=@xkjjImvj

!!!!!!!!
!E
res
k

q fdni
n0

edf i !E
res
k

% &
* +

k

: (31)

Here, the lefthand side is the correlation of granulation
charge density. In the righthand side, we assumed that
the small scale correlation from the relative coordinate is
dominated by the correlation life time. The energy integral
was performed with the cut-off determined from
scl"x*; y*;E>;<# * sc ! 0 and l2 ) e"k20x2* & k20y

2
*=3#. It is

useful to write the balance relation in Fourier components.
This can be achieved by Fourier transforming in x* and by
integrating over kx spectrum,43 to yield the spectrum balance
equation

*fdni 1" #
n0

fdni 2" #
n0

+

ky

( 8p
!!!!
!0

p
v3thi

F ky" #
jvDijk0

X

k

ImviImve
j@v=@xkjjImvj

!
!!!!!!!!
!E
res
k

q
h
fdni
n0

edf i !E
res
k

% &
ik: (32)

F(ky) is the spatial form factor of the spectrum emitted by
granulations and is given by

F ky" #(
2

!!!
6

p
!!!
e

p
$
dkx
k0

k0
2p

" #2$
dx*dy*e

*ik'x*"
!!!!!!!!!!!
1*l2

p
*jljcos*1jlj#:

(33)

The integration can be performed43 to give

F ky" # (
!!!
2

p k20
k2y

1* J0

!!!
3

p
ky!!!
e

p
k0

 ! !

: (34)

Details of the calculation for F(ky) are given in the
Appendix. Finally, by noting that the charge density correla-
tion spectrum can be approximated22 as

*fdni 1" #
n0

fdni 2" #
n0

+

ky

, 8p
!!!!
!0

p
v3thi

!!!!!!!!
Eres
ky

q fdni
n0

edf i !E
res
ky

, -* +

ky

;

(35)

we have the spectrum balance equation for hfdni edf iiky
!!!!!!!!!!!
j !Eres

ky
j

q *fdni
n0

edf i !E
res
ky

, -+

ky

,
F ky" #
k0jvdij

$
dk0y
k0

ImviImve
j@!=@xkjjImvj

!!!!!!!!!!!
j !Eres

k0y
j

q fdni
n0

edf i !E
res
k0y

, -
* +

k0y

:

(36)

Here, !E
res
k is assumed to be independent of kx, which is typi-

cally true for k2xq
2 - 1. Within the same accuracy, the kx

sum in the production term was performed. We note that a
similar equation was derived for collisionless trapped elec-
tron turbulence with granulations.21 In that equation, free
energy is in electrons and dissipation arises from ion Landau
damping. Here, the balance equation is extended to collision-
less trapped ion turbulence with granulations. Free energy is
in ions and dissipation arises from electron collisions. We
also note that Eq. (36) is homogeneous equation in the spec-
trum amplitude. This is since energy integral is performed
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over the extent DE % s*1
c ="k0vDi# and amplitude dependence

cancels. Then, Eq. (36) may be solved to obtain “eigenvalue
condition,” which schematically is

jImvj % FjImviImvej
k0jvdijj@v=@xkj

: (37)

Equation (37) describes “fluctuation-dissipation” type bal-
ance at steady state with trapped ion granulations (Fig. 7).
Ion free energy / Imvi is released via dynamical friction on
electrons / Imve. The process exerts a drag on trapped ion
granulations in plasmas, leading to Cerenkov emission of
wake fields attached to granulations. Differently put, we may
say granulations are dressed by wakes. This is analogous to
wakes of water waves caused by ships moving through the
water.44 The emitted spectrum in turn absorbed in plasmas
/ jImvj. The balance between the two leads to steady state.

A consequence from the spectrum balance equation is
that granulations can broaden the frequency spectrum.
Physically put, trapped ion granulations emit waves, whose
frequency need not satisfy dispersion relation x 6( xk. Then,
fluctuation spectrum can contain those supported not by
eigenmodes and hence broadens. The frequency broadening
is evaluated as follows. Within the framework presented in
the paper, the potential fluctuation is supported via emission

from granulations ee/kx=Te ( v"k;x#*1 ' d3v edf i;kx. Then,

the spectrum intensity Ikx % h/̂
2
ikx is

Ikx %
' !!!

E
p

1dE1

!!!
E

p
1dE2h edf i 1" # edf i 2" #ikx
jv k;x" #j2

%
' !!!

E
p

1dE1

!!!
E

p
1dE2h edf i 1" # edf i 2" #ik2pd xk * xDi

!E&
% &

@v=@xk" #2 x* xk" #2 & jImvj2
:

(38)

Then, the line width of the frequency spectrum is
Dx ) jImvj=j@v=@xkj. The line width caused by the emis-
sion from granulations is then

Dx % FjImvijjImvej
k0jvdijj@v=@xkj2

: (39)

Thus, Dx scales as ion free energy (/ Imvi) and electron dis-
sipation (/ Imve). This is plausible since dynamics of
trapped ion granulations are controlled by dynamical friction
on electrons. Importantly, this result indicates that to recover
non-trivial physics of trapped ion granulations, non-adiabatic
electrons are essential. The feature may be checked by nu-
merical or/and physical experiments. Quantitatively, using
representative plasma parameters !0 % 1=3; s % 1; gi % ge

% 1; xk="e;eff % 0:8, we find Dx=xk % 0:16. Thus, granula-
tions can appreciably contribute to frequency broadening. As
a caveat, we note that the analysis presented here emphasizes
the effect of trapped ion granulations and requires modes to
be oversaturated to achieve stationary state. Hence, Dx is
simply due to emission from granulations. However, in real-
ity, mode-mode coupling of unstable modes, etc., can con-
tribute to broaden in addition to trapped ion granulations.
Calculation of Dx with mode-mode coupling will require the
inclusion of unstable spectrum of waves, which will be pur-
sued in future.

IV. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

In this paper, we have discussed dynamics of trapped
ion granulations and its macroscopic implications. Testable
predictions are summarized in Table I. More specifically, we
have discussed that.

(1) Microscopic dynamics of trapped ion granulations are
formulated in terms of two point phase space density
correlation, or phasestrophy. Phasestrophy is produced
through the release of free energy by electron dynamical
friction exerted on trapped ion granulations (Eq. (26)).
Phasestrophy is torn apart by random E!B scattering
and relative toroidal precession of the two points (Eq.
(20)).

(2) Stationary phasestrophy was derived (Eq. (30)). As two
points in phase space approaches, phasestrophy increases
logarithmically. The sharp correlation is contrasted to
the correlation predicted from quasilinear calculation.
Deviation of phasestrophy from the quasilinear predic-
tion can be thought of as an indication of the presence of
trapped ion granulations in turbulence.

(3) A spectrum balance equation (Eq. (36)) was derived and
was solved to obtain the “fluctuation-dissipation” bal-
ance relation (Eq. (37)). At macroscopic level, stationary
state can be achieved when trapped ion granulations,
dragged by electrons, emit waves and waves are in turn
absorbed in plasmas (Fig. 7).

(4) The frequency line width was predicted (Eq. (39)). The
line width depends on ion free energy and electron dissi-
pation. Thus, non-adiabatic electrons are essential to
have non-trivial dynamics of trapped ion granulations.
Quantitatively, we find that Dx=xk % 0:16 and hence
granulations can contribute to frequency broadening
appreciably.

As a caveat, we note that the analysis presented here
assumes oversaturated modes, in order to elucidate physical

TABLE I. A summary of relevant feature of trapped ion granulations.

Predictions Relevant feature

Characteristic scales Dx % Dy"k*1
0 % Dc Spatially smaller than Dc need resolve broadened resonance in energy

DE " Ti/(xdisc)

Phasestrophy hfdfi "1#fdfi "2#i , "scl"x*; y*;E*# * sc#P"1; 2# Logarithmic increase in correlation at small scales lim1!2hfdfifdfi i $ scD?hf i02

Line width Dx % FjImvijjImvej
k0jvdijj@v=@xkj2

/ jImvijjImvej ! determined by ion free energy and electron dissipation
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contribution from trapped ion granulations. However, in real-
ity, trapped ion granulations can be immersed in the bath of
unstable trapped ion modes, which can cause large level of
transport with Bohm scaling.20,24,30 In this case, trapped ion
granulations and unstable modes can be coupled together.
Formulation of the coupled dynamics will require simultane-
ous solution of both phasestrophy evolution equation and
wave kinetic equation for unstable modes. We also note that
the analysis presented here neglects coupling to flows. Flow
coupling can enter the granulation dynamics through dynam-
ical friction25–27 / Imvpol, absorption via flow resonance,27

shear enhanced dispersion28,45 s*1
cl / "k2?D?v02y #

1=3, conver-
sion of poloidal and toroidal flow,46 etc. Systematic studies
on coupled dynamics among granulations, unstable trapped
ion modes, and flows, and its implication for transport scal-
ing, etc., will be addressed in future.
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APPENDIX A: LINEAR THEORY

As a preliminary to nonlinear analysis, we summarize
linear feature predicted by the model. From the linear
response of trapped ions, dntri;k;x=n0 ( vtri;k;x"ee/=Te#, where
vtri is the ion susceptibility, we have

vi (
!!!!!!!
2!0

p 2!!!
p

p P

$ !!!!
!E

p
d !Ee*

!E x+e

x*xDi
!E

1&gi !E*3

2

" #" #

*i
!!!!!!!
2!0

p
2

!!!
p

p x
xDi

....

....
3=2

e*jx=xDijx+e

jxj
1&gi

x
xDi

....

....*
3

2

 ! !

:

(A1)

The principal part can be calculated by expanding in powers
of xDi/X, where X(x* (5/2)xDi. Here, (5/2)xDi is sub-
tracted to increase the convergence of the expansion.23 Then,
the energy integral yields

Revtri (
!!!!!!!
2!0

p
x+e

X
1& xDi

X
3

2
gi * 1

" #" #
: (A2)

The second term in the ion susceptibility, Imvtri , is due to
trapped ion precession resonance. Electron response is

ve ( 1* i
!!!!!!!
2!0

p 2!!!
p

p x+e

"ef fe

2& 3ge" #: (A3)

Imvtre is due to dissipative electrons and yields a phase
shift in the electron density response. Substituting the results
for the quasi-neutrality condition, we have the total
susceptibility

v ( 1& s& q2k2? *
!!!!!!!
2!0

p
x+e

X
1& xDi

X
3

2
gi * 1

" #" #

&iImve * iImvi: (A4)

Here, s(Te/Ti. Rev( 0 gives the dispersion relation for
trapped ion modes
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% & ; (A5)
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2

3
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!!!!!!!
2!0
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x+i

6 1& s& q2k2?
% &

xDi
: (A7)

Depending on parameter regimes, the nature of trapped ion
modes is different. Relevant features of linear trapped ion
modes are summarized as follows:

(1) Dissipative trapped ion modes (DTIM). This is the well-
known trapped ion modes, as discussed by Kadomtsev-
Pogutse.20 The mode propagates in the electron direc-
tion, xk /

!!!!!!!
2!0

p
x+e. The mode is destabilized due to

electron collision, which causes the phase shift in the
electron response. The mode is similar to dissipative
trapped electron mode, while DTIM is supported by
trapped ions and has larger wave length. The latter fol-
lows from the fact that DTIM must satisfy xbi>xk,
which leads to khqi< !0/q.

(2) Fluid-like collisionless trapped ion modes (CTIM). In
the collisionless limit, trapped ion modes have two
distinct branches. The first one is fluid like instability,
which occurs for gi $ gcr. Note that the mode is
unstable when x*ixDi / rpi ' rB> 0 and so is anal-
ogous to interchange like instability. In this respect,
the fluid like CTIM is analogous to toroidal ion tem-
perature gradient (ITG). The difference is that the
mode has longer wave length and is supported by
trapped ions.

(3) CTIM driven by resonance. When CTIM is close to mar-
ginal or driven weakly, i.e., gi ! gcr, the mode has differ-
ent characters. In this case, xk / xDi, so the mode
propagates in the ion direction. Thus, the resonance with
precessing trapped ions becomes important. In this case,
the growth rate is given by

creslin ( jImvij* jImvej
j@v=@xkj

: (A8)

Here, the absolute value is inserted to clarify the sign
dependence.
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APPENDIX B: DERIVATION OF F(ky)

Here, we perform integral in F(ky). Transforming the
spatial variables via

.2 ( e k20x
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we have
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The integral can be performed by noting that
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and by using the Neumann’s addition theorem for Bessel
functions
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where b2 ( k2x="ek20# & "3k2y#="ek20#. Then, we finally have
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